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We concern ourselves with the question of when an annihilator class (a class 
closed under formation of arbitrary products and subgroups) of abelian groups is 
cogenerated by a single group. We show that the class of@-reduced groups (where 
p is a prime and i. is an ordinal greater than CO) is not singly cogenerated. If G is a 
cotorsion-free group, we show that the torsion-free class cogenerated by G is not 
singly cogenerated as an annihilator class. This result permits identification of all 
singly cogenerated annihilator classes which are also closed under formation of 
extensions, and so we characterize those singly generated radicals which are idem- 
potent. They are precisely the radicals determined by annihilator classes singly 
cogenerated by a pure injective. :x” 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Glasses of abelian groups closed under formation of u&s and sub- 
groups are important classes; these classes are sometimes called annihilator 
classes. They are, of course, epireflective subcategories of the category of 
abelian groups. More generally, .if ~2 is a class of groups, define for each 
group 6, R.,G=n {kerf:fEHom(G,X),XE&). his defines a sub- 
functor of the identity R,, which is a radical; that is, R,,(G/R,,G) = 0 fsr 
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128 DUGAS, FAY, AND SHELAH 

all groups G. The annihilator class {G : R, G = 0} is the smallest class con- 
taining d which is closed under formation of products and subgroups. The 
correspondence between annihilator classes and radicals is bijective. 

It is of interest to know when such an annihilator class is cogenerated by 
a single group (equivalently, by a set of groups). An annihilator class d is 
cogenerated by a group X provided G belongs to d precisely when G can 
be embedded in a product of copies of X. In this case, we write R, instead 
of R, or Rjxl. The class of all torsion-free groups is cogenerated by the 
group of rationals Q, and thus the torsion subgroup functor can be 
described as R,. Note that, in this case, the radical R, is idempotent. If R 
is an arbitrary radical, it need not be idempotent; but it will determine an 
idempotent radical in the following way: inductively define for each ordinal 
a, R” by, for each group G, Rai ‘G = R(R”G) and R”G = np< 1 RPG if a is 
a limit. For each group G, there is an ordinal ,LL~ = ,U so that R”+ ‘G = R@G. 
Define R”G = R”G for each G. Then it follows that R” is an idempotent 
radical with R”G < RG for all G. Moreover, R” determines a torsion- 
theory as the annihilator class of R” is the smallest class containing the 
annihilator class of R closed under formation of products, subgroups, and 
extensions. 

If p is a prime, then multiplication by p forms a radical, and for each 
ordinal 1, pi. is also a radical. The annihilator classes of pi-reduced groups 
(G: pi.G = O> are important classes of groups. It is clear that p” = REcpnj 
where IZ is a positive integer and Z(p”) denotes the cyclic group of order p”. 
It follows that p”= Rnrcpnj= ROLcpnj. In [FOW2], it was shown that 
pm # R, for any X, that is the class {G 1 p”G = 0) is not cogenerated by a 
single group, and the question of whether or not the class of pi-reduced 
groups for 2 3 w  + 1 is cogenerated by a single group was raised as an open 
question. In this paper we shall show the answer is no; that is, if L is an 
ordinal greater than o, then pi #Rx for any group X. 

In a second section we shall show that for many radicals R,, determined 
by a single group, the idempotent radical R,” is not determined by a single 
group. Thus even though a class may be singly cogenerated to begin with, 
the process of closing up the class under products, subgroups and exten- 
sions often destroys the single cogeneratedness. In particular we show that 
if G is cotorsion-free, then Rg #Rx for any X. This result is used to show 
that R, = R$ if and only if R, = R y where Y is divisible or, if X is reduced, 
Y is algebraically compact. 

We conclude the paper with a section containing some results concerning 
when a torsion-theory is singly cogenerated; these results are dependent 
upon the set-theoretic assumption that there do not exist measurable car- 
dinals (3X,). All of the previously mentioned results above hold in ZFC. 
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SINGLY COGENERATED ANNIHILATOR CLASSES I.29 

II. THE CLASSES OF $-REDUCED GROUPS 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the classes of $-reduced groups, for 
/I < w, are each singly cogenerated. It is easy to see that the class of 
p”-reduced groups is not singly cogenerated, for if pN3 = 
some ordinal 2, p’X=O, and p”G = 0 would imply $G 
absurd. A similar argument shows that the class of all red 
not singly cogenerated. 

In this section we show that for 2 > o, pi is not of the form 
group 2’. We begin by showing the existence of grou 
some control over their homomorphic images. 

2.1. THEOREM. Let jv be an infinite cardinal. Then there exists ayE abelian 
p-group = H, qf cardinality 2”” such that: 

(a) P’“h-IZ Z(P), 

(b) $ A is any abelian group of cardinaiity less than i, and 
q5 E Hom(N, A), then d(p’“H) is contained in the divisible part qf A. 

As usual, we identify 1 with (LX: cx < /1>, the set of all ordinals less 
efine the sets T= U,,, T,, and T* by: 

T,,={f: {OJ,..., n-1}4x~), 

T*= { f: o+(IIxA)\d). 

We define the group H = H, by the following generators and relations: 

Generators: elements of the form e,,,p where g E T and fl< d, elements of 
the form afin where f E T* and n < w, and a distinguished element a. 

Relations: (a) pnile,,B=O if gE T,,, 

@I paLo= a for all f~ T* 

(c) pa=0 

(4 pafi.+,=paL.-( efrn,,P(n)-efrn.fl(n)) for all YE T* and IZ<~. 
ere f 1 n denotes the restriction of S to n = (0, I,..., n- I) and 

f(n) = (fO(n), S”(n)). 

It follows from the relations and by induction that pn+‘caLn+ 1 = a and 
hence a E p”H. Our first objective is to show that @‘pi= (a). 

Iet d;r= H/(a); it is clear that A is given by generators and relatio 

Generators : elements .c?!,,~ where g E T and ,8 < 2, and elements ~7~~ where 
SET* and n<w. 
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130 DUGAS, FAY, AND SHELAH 

Relations: (a) pm+12,,p = 0 for gE T,, 

(b) pcl,, = 0 for all f~ T*, 

(cl PaAn+ 1= a,, - 6 rnJ%, - 5 rn,.Pd for all f E T* and II < w. 

We will show that Z7 is separable (i.e., p”R= 0) and consequently 
p”H= (a) z Z(p). 

Define B = @ (e”,, ) taken over all g E T and /? < 1 where the order of 
e,,p is pm+ ‘, m being that (unique) integer for which g E T,,,. Let 3 denote 
the torsion-completion of B. The elements 2Am defined by the infinite sums 
qh=C,“=, (e”rr.,.p(,,-~~r.,,fl~,,)P”-m represent elements of i?. Note each 
term in the sum has order pm+ ’ and so dfiM has order pm+ ‘. The collection 
of all elements E?g,P and qfim, for g E T, p < A, f E T* and m < o, satisfy the 
relations (a), (b), and (c) with “+” replaced by “-.” 

Now let G be that subgroup of B generated by B and all the elements 
$,Z. Clearly G/B is divisible, and, as B is pure in B, G is pure in B. 

For x E B, let [x] denote the support of x; that is, [x] g lJn,, (T, x 2) 
is the set of all indices for which the corresponding entry of x is nonzero. 
Let k, m < o and f, g E T* with f # g. Then for the generators &-m and &+ 
of G, we have: 

Ciifbl n [%,,I is finite. (*I 

For if this were infinite, then the set 

buf b,fvwf rn,fi(n)))n{(grn,gO(n)),(g r~d4wa 
is infinite. This would imply that g r n = f r n for an infinite number of ~1’s 
and therefore f = g contrary to the choice off and g. This shows that GAm 
and iig,k are independent modulo B and consequently 

G/B= 0 K&nIm<~))+B/B). 
.fs T* 

Indeed, if 4: G -+ G/B denotes the natural map, then Pd(eL, + 1) = (s(ir,,) 
and the set of generators {g1(Z,-J: m < IX} satisfy the appropriate relations 
showing ( (ZAm: m<o})+B/BS?(p”). 

Define the homomorphisms c: i7 -+ G and r: G + R by a(~~,~) = d,,, 
o($-,)=Z,-,, z(“~,~) =2g,p, and ~(2~~) =Z,-n. Clearly, 0 is well defined, 
onto, and (*) implies that T is well defined. Since r~ = lR, we have 0 is an 
isomorphism, and so R is separable. 

Now let A be any group of cardinality less than 1, and let 
4 E Hom(H, A). Let n be fixed and choose f,, E Tn. The set (efn,8: B < A} has 
cardinality A and, as IAl < 1, there exists a subset X,, of A of cardinality A 
for which 4(e,r,,,) = &ef,,B) for all a, p E X,. Define f, + 1 : { 0, l,..., n} -+ A x il 
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SINGLY CQGENERATED ANNIHILATOR CLASSES 131 

by fi,+l b=f, andfn+d4=W) h w  ere a, /3 E Xn, a # p. By induction 
and in this way, we can produce a function S= IJ, < w  L, belonging to T+ 
having the property that #(er rn,.pcnj) = $(ef rn,,i~cn,) for all n < w. 

From the relations satisfied in H, we have ~#(a~~+ 1) = d(a,-,) and 
d(a,,) =&a). Consequently the subgroup generated by the images d(aca) 
is either zero or a copy of Z(p”). 

2.2. COROLLARY. Let c( be an ordinal greater than o. Then the radical p’ 
is not of the form R, for any group X. 

ProoJ Suppose that p” = R, for some group A. Then A must be 
reduced, since p”A = 0. Let 2 be the cardinality of A (clearly iz > o) and let 
M= M, be the group constructed in the theorem. Since o! > o i- I, 
41, PI= p’H= 0. But, by the theorem, every morphism 4: 
p”N = (a ) to zero and so (a ) E R, H, a contradiction. 

III. CLASSES DETERMINED BY CIOTORSION-FREE GROUPS 

As already mentioned, the class of torsion-free groups is singly 
cogenerated by the group of rationals Q. The class of all torsion-free 
groups G enjoying p”G = 0 is a radical class singly cogenerated by i 

group of p-adic integers J,. The class of X,-free groups is a radical class 
not cogenerated by a single group [DG] and the class of all cotorsion-free 
groups is not cogenerated by a single group [DG]. The class of torsionless 
groups is the annihilator class of the radical R, and hence is singly 
cogenerated. As a consequence of results in this section, the id~mpote~t 
radical R,” is not of the form R, for any group 2’. This answers an open 
question posed in [Fowl]. Indeed, the main result of this section is 
G is a cotorsion-free group, then RF is not of the form R, for any X. 
that a group G is cotorsion-free provided it is torsion-free, reduced, and for 
all primes p, Hom(J,, 6) = 0. 

3.1. THEOREM. Let 2 be an infinite cardinal. Then there exists a short 
exact sequence. 

where C d I7,L, and if G is any group Hausdorff in the Z-adic topology and 
having /G/ < A, then for every 4 E Hom(A, G), qS(Z) is contained in a cotor- 
sion subgroup qf G. 

ProoJ: Let T,,={f: (0, l,...,n-l}+;lx1xZ) and T=U,,,T,. Let 
T* = {J‘: UI + ((2 x 1) -A) x Z}. We generate a free abelian group F by 
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132 DUGAS,FAY, AND SHELAH 

using generators eg,a,n for g E T, CI < 1, and n E Z and a distinguished 
element e. We write 

F= eZ 0 @ eg,a,n Z. 
Txi.xH 

Define the group P by 

P = et @ fl eg,a,,, Z. 
Txi.xZ 

For f~ T*, let f(i) = (f”(i), f’(i), f*(i)) for iEw, f”(i), f’(i)~& and 
f’(i) E L. Define -q by x,f=e~Ci”=of2(j)~j!+Ci30_0 (efri,pci),.f+)- 
cr r j, f~(iI, f2ciI) i! and observe that 5, E P. We let A be the pure subgroup of P 
generated by F and by {xf: f E T*}. S ince the XI’s are pairwise almost dis- 
joint, it follows that eZ=eznA. Hence A/eZ= A/efn A= 
A + ez/e?? d Il,iZ and thus we have the exact sequence 0 -+ ei7 -+ A -+ C + 0 
with eZ z Z and C < ITj.U. 

Next let rc E 2 be a p-adic number. Then 71 has the representation 
rr = Cp”= 1 ti. i!, [in Z. Let G be a group of cardinality less than /z and let 
4 E Hom(A, G). Using induction in a similar way as done in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, one can show that there exists an f E T* so that f’(i) = ti for 
all i E o and that 

c4ef ri, fqi),J = d(ef ri, fqi),J 

for all i E w. 
Therefore &.x~) E &err) mod i! G for all i E N. Since G is Hausdorff in the 

Z-adic topology, limits are unique, and it is clear that we may define 
4”: ef -+ G by defining b*(rc) =4(x,.) where f is constructed as above. We 
obtain d*(et) is an epimorphic image of an algebraically compact group 
and thus 4 carries eZ into a cotorsion subgroup of G. 

3.2. COROLLARY. If G is a cotorsion-free, then Rz is not of the form R, 
for any X. 

ProoJ: Suppose that RF = R, for some group X. We first argue that X 
must be cotorsion-free. From [DG] there exists an K,-free H such that 
Hom(H, G) = 0. Assume 0 # Cc X is cotorsion. Then there exists an 
algebraically compact group A and an epimorphism d: A + C. Let F be a 
nontrivial pure free subgroup of H and II/: F--f A be a nonzero 
homomorphism with the property that be: F + C is nonzero. Since A is 
pure injective, there exists an extension of $ to all of H giving a nonzero 
homomorphism from H to C and hence from H to X. This implies 
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SINGLY CQGENERATED ANNIHILATOR CLASSES 133 

XM# N. But R,H = H, so RF H = H, a contradiction. Thus X is cotor- 

Let 3. be an infinite cardinal larger than the cardinality of 
the group of the theorem. Since A/eZ 6 17,Z, R,(A/eZ) 
Let 4 : A -+ A/eZ be the natural map; if a E R, A, then d(a) 

so a E eZ. Thus R,A = eZ. Consequently, R2,A 
= eZ, a contradiction. 

e adopt some notation: if R is a radical, then ~4~ denotes the 
annihilator class of R. We shall denote the p-torsion and torsion 
functors by zP and z, respectively. The divisible p-torsion subgro 
is denoted by dz,. If M is a group then the socle determined by 
defined by S,A = C (Im f: f6 Hom(M, A)). 

RT=S,= 1 
q~noT4pE~Lop”)=I 

ProoJ We have Ry=R,n(O,,.,R,(,,,)n(n,..,~.,R,,,,)= 
Tn(C,~,,t,)n(n,..,~., p), and R, is not idempotent for R,Z(p’) P 
R$~(P*)=~ for ~~71~ -zo. Clearly, Z:Y+nO~y 

c ~,~~,T~+C~,E”,-“O~T~=S~. Since RF <83,, 
and so RF d S,. But as Hom(h4, Y) = 0, YE s$,, he 
as S, is a radical, S, < R Y. It follows that S,, 6 T since S,w is a sock 
contained in R,. 

PVOtlfi e have R,= (n,,,,p)n jnpEX1Pn2pW: 7), and R, is not a 
socle as R,Z(p*) # R$Z(p’) = 0 for all p E x2. We also have S, = SQ(n,) f 
CpErr--nz~p~Cp4n2 p T since S,M~, fixes Z(q”) for all 9 $ 7r3 and IZ b I. Let 
S= SLT),. If A is fixed by RT (equivalently by Is,), then, without loss of 
generality we may assume A is reduced, and we ave pmA = pA = A for all 
p E 7~~ and Wom(A/zA, Jp) = 0 for .a11 p E n3 - 7~~. The latter implies A/zA Ys 
p-divisible for all p E rc3 - rc2 and so it follows that A/rA is p-divisible for 
a14 p E x3. Thus A/zA is fixed by SQ(7c3) and hence by S. Now if pez2, 
then z,A = 0 so ?A = C, g “z TEA d SQ(z3) A + CPG “3- “z rpA so that zA is 
fixed by S. The stabilizer class of S is the smallest stabihzer class containing 
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134 DUGAS, FAY, AND SHELAH 

the stabilizer class of S,,, which is also closed under formation of extensions, 
and thus, as A/zA and TA are fixed by S,, it follows that S fixes A. This 
means R,” 6 S. On the other hand, as Hom(N, Z) = 0, S, d R,” and so 
S=S~‘F’<R~. This shows that R,“=(n,.,,p”)n(n,.,,_.,(p”:z)). 

3.5. THEOREM. A radical of the form Rx is idempotent if and only if 
Rx= R, where Y= 62, l&ET Z(p”), or npslr J, for some nonempty set of 
primes z. 

Proof: We divide the proof into several cases. First assume X is torsion- 
free. If X is not reduced, then X= dX@ A where dX= @ U2 and A is 
reduced. Then R, = R, n R, = r n R,. But as Hom(Z(p”), A) = 0 for all p 
and all n, zP < R, for all p, so z d R, and R, = R,. If X is reduced, then X 
cannot be cotorsion-free, so let rc = (p : J, < X} and set Y = JJ, J,. Then 
R, is an idempotent radical and R, 6 R y as YE dRX. We have 
R,X= n, p”X. Set R,X= Q and observe that Hom,(M, X)= 
Hom,,,,(M, Q) for all Q’“‘-modules M. Thus Rx= R, on the category of 
Q’“‘-modules. But as Q is cotorsion-free, this implies R, # Ri, if Q # 0 and 
so R,X= 0 which implies R, < R,, and we have equality. If X is mixed, 
suppose Xis not reduced. Let rcO= {p: Z(p”)<X} and rcl = {p: z,X#O}; 
we have 7r0~rcl. Set Y=~eon,,,,;Z(p”)On,,,,~.,~(p) as in 
Lemma 3.4. Then Ry = S, = C, E ~, zy + &, E “, _ 710 dr,. Clearly R, 6 R y so 
Ry 3 R,. But as Hom(M, X) = 0, if n, - 7r2 # 0, we have S, < R, and so 
R, = S, = Ry . But Ry is not of the form R, for any A. For if so, thus 
letting ;1, be the p-length of A for each prime p, we have fi, E 711 ~ xg p”A = 

n PE K, _ “o p’~ A. Let q E n, - rcO and let H = HE.y+ I be Nunke’s simply 
presented q-group of length ,lq + 1. Then as C, .+ llo z,H= H and 
&,En,-rrOpcaH=qmH=O, we have R,H=O and so H<n,A. But 
bQ’(q) = @H = CP4rroQ n (n,..,-.,p’.PH) d Ep~rra~p n 
(0 ,.,,~,,P’TI~A) = CP+,,rp n (fl,.,,-z,p”)(IIIA)=O. Thus 
it must be the case that 7t1=rc0 and Rx=ZnR~,Oa(pm)=Cp~rrgZp= 
RnzOsCpzj. If X is mixed, and reduced, then set rc2 = (p: Z(p) <X} and 
rr3 = (p: Jp d n, X}. As X is not cotorsion-free, both n2 and rc3 cannot 
be empty and 7c2 G rc3. Set N and Z as in Lemma 3.4, and S = SF). 
Since Z E J&,, R,<R, so R,<R,“. But as Hom(N, X) = 0, we have 
S, < R, so Si;“) d R, and hence Rx= R,“. If rr2 # 0, then R,” is not of 
the form R, for any A (repeat the argument in the preceding case with 
H = H2.q + 1 for q E 7~~). Thus it must be the case that rc2 = 0 and so R, = R, 
where Z= n,, J,. 

Conversely, R, = 7 is idempotent, and RnzECpWj = C, 4 H zP is idempotent. 
If Y= n, J,, then for any A, R,A is pure in A as A/R,A is a subgroup of 
a product of copies of Y and hence is torsion-free. Hence any map 
f: R,A + Y extends to a map 1: A + Y which implies f = 0. Thus 
R$A = R yA and R y is idempotent. 
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SINGLY COGENERATED ANNIHILATOR CLASSES 13s 

The next proposition shows that cotorsion-free groups are not the only 
groups which lead to non-singly cogenerated radical classes. 

3.6. PROPOSITION. There exists a non-cotorsion-free group G with Rz not 
of the form R, for any X. 

Proof. Let p and q be distinct primes and ZP and Z, denote the 
locahzations of Z at p and q respectively. Let 2, denote the p-adic com- 
pletion of Zq and set G = &O ZP. If h4 is a Z,-module, then 
Wom,(M, G) = HomZ,(M, Z,,) and we may repeat the arguments above to 
show that Rz is not of the form R, in the category of Z,-modules. This at 
the same time implies Rg is not of the form R, in the category of abelian 
groups. 

Our next result identifies the idempotent radicals that can appear as 
with G a non-cotorsion-free Z,-module. We denote the torsion subgroup 
functor by Z, the divisible subgroup functor by ~2, and the functor d: T is 
defined by d: r is that subgroup of A containing rA satisfying the equation 
(d: ?A )/LA = d(A/rA ). 

3.7. THEOREM. If G is a non-cotorsion-free Z,-module, theta 

Rz E (0, 5, d, dz, d: T 1. 

Pro05 Since G is not cotorsion-free, G contains at least one of the 
following groups: Q, ZCp’ ), Z(p), Jp. 

If Z(p”) 6 G, then R, = Rz = 0. If Q < G, then G<Ro=~; ifG is tor- 
sion-free, then R, = R$ = z; if G is not torsion-free, then Z(p) < G so 
R, 6 pz and so pig = dT. 

If G is reduced and Z(p) < G, then R$ = d. If G is reduced and torsion- 
free, then J, 6 G and r d R,. Let X be any group, Y= X/rX and 
Y = dY @ Z. The group Z is torsion-free reduced and hence can be embed- 
ded in a product of copies of J,, and thus R,Z = 0, so RG( Y) = d-a/; aind 
consequently, Rz = d: z. 

3.8. Remark. If G is a non-cotorsion-free S-module where S is any dis- 
crete valuation domain which is not a field, nor complete, then the above 
theorem remains valid in the category of S-modules. 

3.9. COROLLARY. Let S be a proper subring of Q containing i2. 

(a) If G is a cotorsion-free S-inoduie, then Rg is not of the form RX 
for any X. 

@I R: not of the form R, for any X holds if and only $/” G is codor- 
sion-free is equivalent to S being local 
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IV. ALMOST STRONGLY COTORSION-FREE GROUPS 

In this section, under the additional set-theoretic assumption that there 
exists no measurable cardinal, we show that torsion theories singly 
cogenerated by an almost strongly cotorsion-free group are not singly 
generated. We also give some open problems of a set-theoretic nature. 

A group X is almost strongly cotorsion-free if there exists a cardinal rcO, 
less than the first measurable cardinal X,, such that Hom(Z,, X) = 0 for 
all K>IC,, where Z,=ZK/Zc” and Z’“= {REP: Isupport off] <K}. 

5.1. THEOREM. ($3,) Assume there is no measurable cardinal, and let X 
be almost strongly cotorsion-free. Then the torsion theory TX singly 
cogenerated by X is not singly generated. 

ProoJ: Assume TX is generated by H. Since X is almost strongly cotor- 
sion-free, Hom(Z,, X) = 0 for all regular cardinals K 3 ICY. Therefore Z, 
belongs to the torsion class generated by H, which implies 
Hom(H, Z,) # 0. Now by choosing K big enough and applying the 
Wald-Los Lemma ([Wl], see also Lemma 2.6 of [DG]), we obtain that 
Z is a summand of H. This means TX = (Z-mod, 0) a contradiction. 

5.2. COROLLARY. (%,,) Assume there exists no measurable cardinal. If 
the torsion theory 

T= ((O,E, Q> (A), (KL 4 S> (B)) 

is singly generated and singly cogenerated, then Horn@,, B) #O for 
arbitrarily large K. 

We conclude with some open problems. It is known [W2] that under 
the assumption V= L, cotorsion-free is equivalent to almost strongly cotor- 
sion-free. 

5.3. QUESTION. Can (V= L) be replaced by (M,)? 

5.4. QUESTION. Is there a “minimal” set-theoretic axiom making the 
torsion theory Tz not singly generated? That is, is there an axiom 
equivalent to Tz being singly generated? 
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